UWCV UPDATES
BC’s Restart Plan – Phase 3
Dear Members,
What an exciting time as we enter Phase 3 of BC’s restart plan! Thank-you for your support over the past
16 months. Members, guests, and employees have all helped keep Hycroft a safe and healthy business.
I’m sure everyone is looking forward to spending more time with friends and loved ones in a much more
relaxed atmosphere. Here are some details on Phase 3: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/covid19/info/restart#step-three
What does this mean for UWCV:
1) Masks are now strongly recommended at Hycroft. Staff will continue to wear masks while serving
members.
2) Restrictions on number of guests per table have been lifted.
3) Guests need to continue to remain seated while dining at Hycroft and may not mingle with guests
from other tables.
4) Outdoor capacity is 50% of the total capacity of our Terrace, which is 200. Therefore, we could
accommodate up to 100 people on our Terrace…
HOWEVER, indoor gathering size remains restricted to 50 people or 50% of capacity, whichever is
greater. The challenge here is if we book an event on the Terrace for 100 people and are hit with
inclement weather, only some of the attendees would be able to come inside.
Given the current indoor restrictions, and the upcoming kitchen renovation, UWCV can host an event of
up to 50 people with food service. We are a couple weeks from completely shutting down our kitchen and
starting our renovation, and as we transition out of the current kitchen and into the lower ballroom
kitchen, 50 people remains the maximum amount we can accommodate for food service through the
transition and the renovation.
I hope everyone has enjoyed the almost-too-hot temperatures. It certainly feels like summer has arrived.
We are seeing a lot of bookings for rental events, so please call and make a reservation if you’re planning
on coming to Hycroft. It will help us serve you and everyone else safer and more effectively. Looking
forward to seeing you soon!
Sincerely,
Brad Bell, General Manager

